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The Business Challenge

It was difficult to see the status of each client 
easily, without researching it first to ensure 

she hadn̓t missed a key email.

Emails were sometimes overlooked 
due to numerous different strings 
on the same related topic.

Clients were confused as well - 
often asking her “where did 
we land on ____ issue XYZ?”

About Closing Your Books LLC
In Ms. MIn Ms. Mathai̓s words, Closing Your Books is a financial management firm owned 

and operated by a black woman. Her firm concentrates on providing outsourced 

CFO services to Small/Medium Businesses that want to stop being financially 

reactive and instead, become financially proactive in achieving their business 

goals. In her spare time, Lozelle loves to belly dance and do martial arts classes 

with her superheroes.

Issues Reported

Because Closing Your Books provides Outsourced CFO services to small to medium-sized businesses, with a 
specific focus is on being a financial partner to their clients, they employ a proactive approach which involves 
continuous conversations, excellent communication, and different reporting forms to ensure everyone is on the 
same page and acting towards a shared goal of success.

A huA huge challenge was to keep up with emails from different clients, especially when one email led to multiple 
emails.  The email threads were getting out of hand and were hard to keep up with and respond to. Data and 
answers were spread across numerous threads, and it was difficult for everyone to understand the status of a 
decision or issue that was being discussed. 
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After rolling out Liscio, Lozelle found numerous benefits on the firm-side.

To try and solve the issue, Closing Your Books was creating folders within their own email portal to keep track of 
client's email. This helped a bit but still did not provide easy status visibility for the client, or for Ms. Mathai.

Closing Your Books needed a solution that would track and corral all those complex emails and decision 
conversations with clients, and organize them so she could always quickly see the exact status of all of her clients 
and know exactly what needed to be done next. 

Email was not an efficient task list.

Streamlined Processes Increased Visibility Quicker Decisions &
Better Collaboration

Time Savings

Time Savings: Her firm is saving hundreds of dollars per month in non-billable time because she no longer 
wastes time looking for emails that were sent days ago.  Everything is real-time, organized by client, and at her 
fingertips.

Streamlined Processes: All discussions and communications with her clients now goes through Liscio which 
means she no longer has to maintain a complex series of client folders within her email server, and search 
through each when she needs an answer to something. Instead, she uses a workflow which includes the “task” 
function within Liscio.  

IncIncreased Visibility: Using the sophisticated tagging function in Liscio allows her to tag the subject of each 
communication as they come in, so she can find it easily later, and see everything related to it as well.

Quicker Decisions & Better Collaboration: She uses the robust Task function in Liscio to track her own tasks for 
each client, and also assigns client-facing tasks as well.  
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We recommend Liscio, because it speaks volumes not 
only in security measures but also in being organized 
and staying on task. I couldn̓t run my practice without 
it and my clients would miss it if I stopped using it!

The implementation went very well, it is easy. I usually include the video 
from Liscio and my clients are fine. During our first meeting, which is an 
hour, I go through a few items that I frequently use, the task" and "tag" 
function. The Liscio portion of the meeting takes 5-10 minutes.

Liscio is fantastic. My clients love it!  Most of 
them use the mobile app and respond to me 
immediately when I ask them for something.

Liscio has become a requirement for my practice. If a client doesn't 
want to use it, (I haven't come across this yet), they can not be a client. 
Liscio is a part of Closing Your Books' workflow.

Implementation was quick and painless, and clients adopted Liscio quickly.

Closing Your Books Recommends Liscio to Peers

Her clients LOVE using Liscio!

Now that Closing Your Books has been using Liscio for over a year, 
Lozelle Mathai reports that it has been a game changer!   
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